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Famous Spectre splash panel (used in More Fun Comics #57-#65) revealing the hero's secret identity and his divine purpose. This particular
splash is from issue #60 (Oct., 1940) and represents one of the most memorable of all Golden-Age images. Artwork by Bernard Baily.

The first of all supernatural superheroes materialized into
existence at the dawn of the Golden-Age of comic books.
Writer Jerry Siegel (who had previously, along with the artist
Joe Shuster created the greatest of all superheroes: Superman
in Action Comics #1, June, 1938) teamed up with a relatively
unknown artist named Bernard Baily (who would also create
the Hourman for Adventure Comics #48 in March, 1940) to
bring forth the most awesome and ultra-powerful character
this side of the Almighty Himself. Drawing from the various
ghost stories appearing in the classic pulp title Weird Tales,
Seigel brought to life a dark and forboding hero that was, in so
many ways, just as original a concept as Superman. He certainly was more powerful. In fact, his powers seemed almost

limitless. An eerie being who had been directly empowered
by, and granted divine authority over life and death from the
Lord. In a private and rarely granted interview, Seigel
explained that he wrote the “mysterious, heavenly voice”,
(that first appeared in the two-part origin story) as God’s own,
personal voice. Thus, making the Spectre a very special creation. His sacred mission: To utterly destroy all forms of evil
and corruption and wipe clean criminal activities from the face
of the Earth. Judgement Day had arrived. A reckoning was
due.
The Genesis occurred in More Fun Comics #51 (January,
1940). Readers took their very first glimpse of the Spectre in
a small, one panel teaser advertisement at the end of the

“Who is He?
What is He?”
Soon we would know!
Two Spectre teaser ads which
appeared in print one month
before (left) and just prior (right),
respectively, to the superhero’s
first appearance in More Fun
Comics #52. From More Fun
Comics #51 (January, 1940) and
Action Comics #21 (February,

More Fun
Comics #52
(February, 1940)
First appearance and
origin (Part 1) of the
Spectre, written by
Jerry Siegel and
drawn by Bernard
Baily. With the
publication of this
issue, the Spectre
became the first and
greatest of all
supernatural
superheroes. First
Spectre cover by Baily.

Buccaneer Story announcing, “ ‘The Spectre!’ Who is he??
What is he?” Who and what indeed. For here in this small
panel appeared an odd looking character with a lime - green
face, royal blue chest and adorned in a purple hood and cloak.
A diamond in the rough. A few color alterations and the final
polishing needed to be made before the power could be
unleashed.
1940. The golden-year of the Golden-Age. The Spectre
appeared full blown and stoically intimidating as he confronted a group of frightened thugs on the cover of More Fun
Comics #52 (February, 1940) This landmark issue would
mark the only time in which the Spectre utilized a blue hooded cloak and trunks. Forest green became his trademark color
for the duration of his career hereafter. The splash panel of
this debut issue introduced him (in costume) as “The
‘Spectre’, a supernatural being whose mission on Earth is to
stamp out crime and to enforce justice with the aid of such
weird powers as becoming invisible, walking through walls
and delivering death with a glance...” His origin is perhaps
the most tragic and darkly ironic in all comic history.
The two-part Golden-Age classic opens with the “hard
boiled”, tough as nails detective Jim Corrigan sharing a private moment with close friend Wayne Grant as he prepares to
attend an engagement party with his wife-to-be Clarice
Winston; “A beautiful and wealthy young socialite.” One of
Corrigan’s informants named “Stodie” tips him off to a fur
heist that will go down that very night at the Westmore
Warehouse. Corrigan arrives on the scene and single handedly
takes out a quad of thieves with a combination of right hooks
and left uppercuts. Infuriated that this young and fearless
detective has interfered and once again spoiled his plans,
“Gat” Benson, a mobster gang leader, kidnaps Corrigan and
Clarice and takes the couple to an abandoned warehouse on
the waterfront. One of “Gat’s” men cold clocks Jim from
behind and places him in a hollow barrel, fills it to the rim
with water and cement, and heaves the wooden tomb into the
cold river below. Jim Corrigan dies. “Up toward the streaming light ahead streaks Jim’s figure at infinite speed...” At the

gates of eternity Jim’s spirit hovers before the Lord (represented in a large commanding voice) who speaks to the detective
from a brightly lit cloud; “Listen Jim Corrigan and you will
learn... Your mission on Earth is unfinished...You shall remain
Earthbound battling crime on your world with supernatural
powers, until all vestiges of it are gone!” Corrigan’s protests
go unanswered as his spiritual essence hurls back down across
the cosmos to the bottom of the river. Shocked a the sight of a
lifeless hand protruding out from a barrel of cement, Jim realizes he is looking at his own slain physical body. He vows
vengeance on “Gat” Benson and quickly discovers his ability
to fly, suspend in midair, turn invisible, and perform any feat
he wishes. Part one closes with Corrigan rushing to save his
beloved Clarice from the clutches of Benson and his murderous gang.
More Fun Comics #53 (March, 1940) begins with
Corrigan gliding through the warehouse wall to confront his
slayers. As one of the gangsters turns to shoot Clarice, Jim
fixes his eyes upon the criminal and inaugurates his famous
Death Stare which would become The Spectre’s grim, unmistakable calling card in the years to follow. The gangster collapses to the floor dead. A second thug named Ricky
advances to finish off Clarice (who has fainted) but Corrigan
stands in the gap and wills the would-be killer to age at a furiously rapid rate until only a skeleton remains. Jim states,
“You’ve robbed, you’ve killed and this is your reward. Die!”.
Benson flees in utter terror but Corrigan heads off the
gang leader. In desperation, “Gat” reels and fires at Clarice.
The bullet finds its mark as Jim rushes forward to touch
Benson, sending him into unconsciousness. Jim discovers he
has gained even more amazing abilities for as soon as he
touches his fiancée, “No wound! As soon as I touched it - it
Healed Instantly.” Realizing that he could never again lead
any sort of normal life, Corrigan breaks off the engagement
with Clarice and returns home in painful solidarity.
Within the lone confines of his room, “Jim busies himself
constructing a strange costume” stating, “I’ll continue to be

More Fun
Comics #53
(March, 1940)
Second appearance
and origin (Part 2) of
the Spectre as the
story continues from
issue #52. Slain in the
line of duty, Jim
Corrigan dons the
famed forest-green
cloak (at the end of
the story) for the first
time, transforming
himself into the most
feared of all "Mystery
Men": the Spectre.
Cover art by Baily.

After avenging his
own murder and
saving Clarice, the
Spectre accepts his
divine mission and
vows to war on all
criminal activities
until they are
completely eradicated.
From More Fun
Comics #53.

Jim Corrigan, detective - but when I battle crime as The
Spectre, I’ll cloak my identity in this costume!” And thus, as
a lone, tortured figure gazes up into the twilight pondering his
colossal mission, his skin transforms into a murky gray, the
pupils of his eyes disappear, and with the donning of a kellygreen hooded cloak, gloves, trunks, and low-cut boots the
Spectre vows, “I shall not be satisfied until criminal activities
on this Earth are a thing of the past!! And since that day, a
lonely man has walked the Earth...A man both more and less
than mortal. For the day Jim Corrigan died...The Spectre was
born!”
Soon after this phantom’s arrival upon this mortal planet,
a warning spread like wildfire throughout the underworld: “If
the Spectre was after you, say your prayers because your were
as good as dead.” Doomed evil doers began fleeing in every
direction like frightened rats. During the next five years, they
began to realize that their lives, yea, rather their immortal
souls hung in a delicate balance with this terrifying ghost lurking about. In his informative book Over 50 Years of American
Comic Books, Ron Goulart describes the Astral Avenger as
“the most intimidating of all superheroes. As much a figure of
horror as a good guy...A grim uniquely talented chap, the
Spectre didn’t just collar crooks - he enjoyed himself by
destroying them.” And exterminate these criminal roaches he
did, since it was the only way of attaining the salvation of
eternal rest his soul so earnestly longed for.
In Peter Sanderson’s commentary, The Dark Justice
of...The Spectre, Michael Fleisher, (who would eventually
script the most prolific and controversial series ever published
on the character) writes; “In general, I very much liked the
kind of raw, rough-edged quality that a lot of comic book

characters had in their earliest appearances. The Spectre was
for me sort of a vengeful Old Testament God-like character,
wreaking vengeance from beyond the grave.
“In the original Spectre series, Jim Corrigan is engaged to
Clarice Winston and he gets killed by gangsters. But God
allows him to walk the Earth as a Spectre, though Clarice
doesn’t know he’s dead. Corrigan walks up to her and breaks
their engagement. He’s decided that he’s separated from the
realm of mortals and has to sever his links with them.
“[Corrigan] was now committed to a life in which all he
expressed was his anger. His mission was to exterminate evil,
but he didn’t have a real life. He didn’t have real loves and
real friendships. He didn’t have recreation and relaxation and
the joy of real living. He only has that he was some sort of
divinely appointed executioner.”
More Fun Comics #54 (April, 1940) displays the most
outstanding and definitive Spectre cover. A dark and moody
illustration by the talented Bernard Baily that ranks up with
the all-time greatest Golden-Age covers. The ultimately powerful and ominous Spectre looming over an entire world torn
apart by war and violence. The Avenger of Blood has come
down from Heaven and the sins of mankind were about to be
weighed in the balances...and found wanting.
Detective Corrigan began his new existence by opposing
a spiritualist named Rhani-Set who was deceiving and extorting money from Clarice’s mother. After exposing the swami
as a fraud, Corrigan tells him; “why don’t you try and earn an
honest living?” Humiliated and enraged, Rhani-Set kidnaps
Clarice and demands a ransom of $100,000 for her safe return.
Realizing that this greedy dog will stop at nothing to achieve
his goals, Corrigan transforms into his wrathful identity and
confronts the evil swami. Rhani-Set fires his pistol and the
deadly bullet speeds toward the helpless girl. At that very
instant, time itself is halted as the Lord raises his servant up to
stand before Him revealing, “Jim Corrigan - once again judgement is to be passed upon you! We have relented - your mission is too gigantic for one individual - you shall be permitted
to pass on to eternal rest!” Corrigan pleads, “But I can’t pass

More Fun
Comics #54
(April, 1940)
The most spectacular
of all the Spectre
covers during the
Golden-Age by Baily.
A favorite among
comic
collectors.

onto another world now, as much as I’d care to!
Clarice is in danger. She needs my help!” The
Lord answers, “The decision is yours!
Eternal rest or eternally Earth-bound!
What is your answer?” And thus, “For
Clarice’s sake, Jim dooms his soul to the
bitter fate of forever haunting Earth!”
by stating, “I choose to remain
Earth-bound!” The Lord concludes “So shall it be!” and
sends the Spectre back to
Earth to save
his

beloved from certain
death. He does. Rhani-Set and
one of his henchmen turn and shriek in
horror as “The Spectre permits them to
glimpse death in his eyes, and die of fright.”
A final caption summed it up; “Now doomed
to haunt crime and the world forever, The
Spectre begins his lone battle against the
underworld in earnest.”
The Spectre’s gray complexion
paled to a pasty white with the
release of More Fun Comics
#55 (May, 1940). Even more
amazing abilities would come forth as
detective Corrigan reads the guilty
thoughts of Simmons, the 1st National
Bank bookkeeper who had been embezzling money from his employer. Corrigan
transforms and commands Simmons to
confess his crime or walk into the Valley
of Death with his grim alter-ego. The
bookkeeper quickly agrees and turns himself over to the authorities. This issue also
introduced the Spectre’s first supernatural
nemesis; Zor - a spirit confined to Earth to

spread evil. With the Lord’s intervention, the Spectre captures Zor in
his own “Paralysis-Ray”, leaving
the wicked spirit in stationary
isolation for all eternity.
Returning Clarice to
her home, Corrigan
would once again have to
subdue his emotions and
compassion for his lost
love by saying, “As
Jim Corrigan I
loved you Clarice

deeply! But now I
am the Spectre!
My work is to
destroy evil and to
that end I dedicate
myself.”
The most famous and recognizable
depiction of the Spectre appeared
for the first time in More Fun
Comics #57 (July, 1940). This
gloomy and alluring splash
panel (used until issue #65)
would become a true GoldenAge classic and prepared any
unsuspecting or faint of heart
readers for this solemn hero and
the dark tale that followed.
The Grim Avenger continued to
mete out hot fiery indignation and smite
wrongdoers in the most horrifying means.
A lasting impression was graphically etched into
the minds of these wicked murderers. In More
Fun Comics #58 (August, 1940) an arsonist named
Pete received this lesson in spades as he planned to burn

The Spectre demands a full
confession with the terrible
threat of a walk through the
Valley of Death. From More
Fun Comics #55.

a warehouse to cinders with the owner tied to a beam inside.
With no more effort than a slight wave of the Spectre’s hand,
the flame freezes into a harmless icicle. In disbelief, Pete
looks upon the face of death reflected in the ice and straight
forward melts into a formless mound of goo, “consumed by
the villainy within him.” Another mobster, after being cornered at every turn asks this relentless hunter “What manner
of creature are you?” The Spectre replies, “I’m your sins,
Morris and I’ve finally caught up with you!” With desperate,
escape minded law-breakers speeding away, the dark wraith
enlarges to immense stature in front of their on rushing automobile to easily reach down and hurl them into interstellar
space. Crime and pollution eliminated with one throw. Soon
afterward, when he offered an award by Bob Brant whom this
guardian angel had saved from an untimely death on several
occasions, the Spectre explains, “I seek no reward! My only
desire is to see justice done! Good Bye!”
Introducing himself in More Fun Comics #59 (September,
1940) as “A ghost who has a strong dislike for thieves and
murderers,” to a small-time hood named Mulligan, the Spectre

More Fun
Comics #58
(August, 1940)
Superb human
sacrifice and pagan
idol cover as the
Spectre rushes to the
rescue of a helpless,
would-be victim.
Art by Baily.

explains, “you represent the type of vermin I’ve sworn to
stamp out of this world.” Stamp right out of existence in fact.
He tread down these fugitives like mire in the streets. This
dreaded phantom came to devour and purify the very essence
of evil. There was no hiding. No escape. Issue #60 introduced the power-mad Xnon. A scheming kidnapper who
wielded a power-rod that enslaved and almost forced the
Spectre to perform a hideous crime of mass murder. The
Almighty intercedes at the last crucial moment and grants his
ambassador to Earth “The Ring of Life and of Death! No man
made mechanism is capable of resisting it!” After a full hearted thanks to his Creator, the Spectre rushes through the cosmos to do battle once again with Xnon. Imprisoning the
would-be-conqueror at the center of a meteor, the victorious

More Fun
Comics #57
(July, 1940)
Towering Spectre,
looming over twilight,
moon-lit rooftops to
engage two doomed
thugs. Classic Spectre
splash panel used for
the first time in this
issue with cover and
story art by Baily.

The Spectre uses
the dreaded
"Death-Stare", as his
huge eyes pierce into
the black soul of a
helpless thug. From
More Fun
Comics #59.

Calling upon the Almighty for dire help, the Spectre is given the "Ring of Life and
Death" to do battle with the tyrannical Xnon. From More Fun Comics #60.

More Fun
Comics #65
(March, 1941)

hero concludes, “and so ends Xnon and his mad ambitions.”
The Spectre would soon adapt the uncanny ability to
sense the presence of evil as if it were a tangible entity calling
to him for punishment. The timely spook thwarts an assassination attempt on the President of the United States in More
Fun Comics #62 (December, 1940), “as the thug fires, the face
of the Spectre appears between the Chief Executive and the
bullet! The ‘Man of Darkness’ opens his mouth and swallows
the bullet!”
As a keen weapon of God’s wrath, the Spectre was continually called upon to oppose evil spirits and various other
super-powered beings, banishing them from Earth forever. In
More Fun Comics #63 (January, 1941), he pursued a revengeseeking soul named “Trigger”, ultimately forcing him to
recess into nothingness due to the bright and brilliant glow of
“the Ring of Life.” More Fun Comics #64 (February, 1941)
reveals a rare glimpse of the Spectre’s compassionate side as
he heals his close friend of a life threatening fever. Wayne
states, “You’ve given me life!” as the fever miraculously
departs. The Ghostly Guardian’s strange and unique ability to
look back across the sands of time, to the very past itself,
manifested in More Fun Comics #65 (March, 1941). He used
this power to bring a jewel thief calling himself “the Blue
Flame” to justice (giving his alter-ego Jim Corrigan full credit
for the capture). It would also be in this particular issue that

the twilight superhero would be referred to as “the Dark
Knight”. A recognizable title that was later attributed to one
particular man-hunter which patrolled Gotham City by night.
More Fun Comics #66 (April, 1941) brought forth a hateful villain with world domination as his agenda; the Black
Doom. The tale opens with gargantuan werewolf-like monsters rampaging through the street of Cliffland. Havoc,
destruction and utter chaos following in their wake. As the
Spectre soars to intercept these wild marauding beasts, a weird
drum beat seems to summon them to return from whence they
came. Discovering another dimension exists inside a prehistoric painting hanging in the downtown museum, the Spectre
dives into the picture and beholds a strange leader of dark
intent; “What a Man! A face as evil as Satan. Fiery eyes as
foreboding as a flaming pit. A conglomeration of all the qualities that make up a repulsive, unclean thing; the Black
Doom!” This demonic dictator strikes out at our hero, encircling him in a black cloud of dense vapor. Nevertheless, this
avenging ghost is completely relentless and undaunted in his
quest to crush and stamp out evil and, “with astounding swift-

The Spectre as divine healer. Neutralizing a potentially fatal fever.
From More Fun Comics #64.

The Blue Flame begins his short-lived career as a master jewel thief.
From More Fun Comics #65.

Famous mirror cover
as the Spectre
confronts two terrified
jewel thieves.
Baily cover art.

More Fun
Comics #67
(May, 1941)

More Fun
Comics #66
(April, 1941)
The Spectre battles
the Black
Doom in this issue.
Second to last Spectre
cover by Bailey.

Classic and last
Spectre cover for this
title. The hero’s dark
and mysterious appeal
was fast becoming a
byword, and soon he
would be a back-up
feature. Cover art by
Bailey.

ness, the forces of darkness shrink to reveal the Spectre surrounded by a protective glow of pure light.” The God-like
hero from Heaven speaks to his adversary, “You forget that
good is more powerful than evil.” Reducing the army of maddened monsters to harmless oily fluid, the Spectre leaps out
from the ancient painting and straightway destroys the art
work in a burst of flame summing, “Thus perishes the gate to
reality! And thus also ends the menace to mankind.”
More Fun Comics #67 (May, 1941) marked the very last
time the Spectre would adorn the cover of this title. By issue
#101 he was gone altogether. The dreadful spirit of wrath
who had once invoked trembling terror for any law-breaker
unfortunate enough to cross his path, had lost his unique
appeal. He had, like several other Golden-Age superheroes,
fallen away from his dark roots, mysterious inception and gloomy surroundings to be thrust into
the spotlight of recognition and familiarity.
The enigmatic primal power vanished. This
killed The Grim Avenger and bound him to a
death from which he would not be resurrected in his full glory for nearly 30
years.
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